
 

 

Sustainable Farm and Turkey Refuge Facilitator Guide 

 

Goal: 

Students will learn about and build simple machines in an agriculture-
themed project. They will explore concepts including energy 
conservation, sustainability and ethical concepts around farming, meat 
production, and supporting local economy. Students will use the 
engineering design process to create new machines to optimize farming.  

Materials: (for up to 25 students working in teams of 3) 

3DuxDesign GOBOX Classroom OR GOBOX PRO (if doing LED Lighting) 

Build-a-bot Accessory Set (if doing wobbly turkey bot activity) 

3DuxDesign Machine Maker Accessory Kit OR 

• String 

• Copper paper fasteners (or similar) 

• Plastic straws 

• Pom pom 

Additional materials needed: 

• 1 printed student worksheet and template per team 

• Scissors 

• Pencils, crayons, or markers 

• Blank scrap paper 

Optional: assorted crafts, scrap cardboard, extra lithium batteries, tape, 
tissue or shoe boxes, cardstock, masking tape, popsicle sticks, marbles, 
paper cups, wooden skewers, hole puncher, copper conductive tape, 

mini LED bulbs, mini eccentric oscillating motor 

Grades  

k-8 

Electrical lighting recommended grade 3+ 

Help a Farmer in need recommended for grades 4+ 

Turkey bots recommended for grades 4+ 

 3D print and robotics based on educator/student group  

Time: 

Expect 30 minutes of active build time per challenge plus extra if 
incorporating a read aloud, video resources below, and class discussion  
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Challenge 1 Farm Animal Feeding Machines 

Learning goals: Class discussion: are animals in captivity ethical, engineering 
simple machines, levers 

 

1. Are petting farms and zoos ethical? Watch this 5-minute video and discuss 
pros and cons https://www.kqed.org/education/532723/are-zoos-good-

or-bad-for-animals 
2. Students will use the fence and animal templates to build an enclosure 

with standing animals inside. 
3. Watch this video on levers https://youtu.be/9DtXBYtTPH8?t=1m19s 
4. Design a lever that can catapult “food” (pompoms or small pieces of 

cardboard) into the 

enclosure.  
5. Vocabulary: machine, force, 

work, fulcrum, load (or 
weight, or force) 

6. Present their final design, 

noting challenges and how 
they addressed those. 

 

 

Challenge 2 Pumpkin Packing Optimization with slopes 

Learning goals: benefits of farm-to-table and buying local, engineering design, 
simple machines, forces 

 

1. Watch a video on benefits of buying local  

1 minute  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=98UZ-Sltr9Y 

5 minutes: (suggested) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xS1SKiypHME 

2. Watch video on inclined planes (or lead discussion) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=89&v=N45IGUxAAcA&feat
ure=emb_logo 

3. Students will create multiple different sloped inclines out of cardboard Each 
slope should lead into the same “cart” and be the same horizontal distance 

from the barn. Older students can use geometry to calculate the length 
needed. 

https://www.kqed.org/education/532723/are-zoos-good-or-bad-for-animals
https://www.kqed.org/education/532723/are-zoos-good-or-bad-for-animals
https://youtu.be/9DtXBYtTPH8?t=1m19s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=98UZ-Sltr9Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xS1SKiypHME
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=89&v=N45IGUxAAcA&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=89&v=N45IGUxAAcA&feature=emb_logo
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4.  Students will test the rate of a pumpkin sliding down each slope and note 

the effect on the pumpkin’s speed. A slow-motion recording might be helpful 
if this if available. Your students may notice that if the slope is: 

a. Too low – pumpkin may not move 
b. Too high, the pumpkin may fall off 

5. Students can also try to speed up the pumpkin by playing with surface 

materials.  
a. Clear tape on the slide and the pumpkin will decrease friction and 

result in a faster pumpkin. 
b. “Guard rails” are also allowed or anything else they can think of to 

increase the speed  
c. Heavier pumpkins may also go faster.  

d. Round pumpkins may roll, flat pumpkins may slide 
6. Students can collect data, interpret, and discuss their design and the results  
7. Level up with having students design ramps of different slopes and qualities 

with a 3d printer Watch the Challenge 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bp3_MnLS8pQ&feature=youtu.be  

and submit your designs to be featured! 

 

Challenge 3 Pumpkin Packing Optimization with linkages and pulley 

Learning goals: students will learn how to make pulleys and linkages and create 
a device that employs 2 simple machines to function 

 

1. Watch a video on benefits of buying local  

1 minute  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=98UZ-Sltr9Y 

5 minutes: (suggested) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xS1SKiypHME 

2. Watch the video on pulleys (or lead discussion) https://youtu.be/W_vtKNPIrfg 
3. Watch the video on linkages (or lead discussion)  

https://youtu.be/D3aWHv2SypQ?t=39s  
4. Students will build a 2-story barn, a cart and make mini pumpkins out of 

cardboard or other craft materials 
5. Students will design and build a linkage and pulley system that can lift, hold, 

rotate, and then drop a pumpkin. The machine does not need to grab or 

release the pumpkin, students may assist with that part of the machine. 

 

 

 

Challenge 4: Assistive Farming Equipment  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bp3_MnLS8pQ&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=98UZ-Sltr9Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xS1SKiypHME
https://youtu.be/W_vtKNPIrfg
https://youtu.be/D3aWHv2SypQ?t=39s
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Learning goals. This project is more of a capstone, allowing students to use their 

understanding of a variety of simple machines to design their own assistive 
device.  

 

1. Students may investigate a variety of assistive devices through research 
2. Watch the video on wheel/axles  https://youtu.be/6oFRxU4yaVo?t=1m0s 

3. watch video for ideas: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=upZDD3edXHc 

** level up with robotics 

 

Challenge 5: Smart lighting solutions suggested for grades 3+  

Learning goals: circuits, sustainable energy, engineering design 

 

1. Watch this 3 minute video on light pollution 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5gYIeT6GrkA 

2. Review circuits: bot facilitator guide p 9-12 
3. Students will draft an open circuit and plan for conductive character to close 

the circuit 

4. Students will build a farmer and add copper tape to feet to make it 
conductive 

5. Students will build and decorate a barn with an open led lighting circuit on 
the floor of the entrance.  

6. Students will test their design by placing farmer at the entrance. Light should 

go on if done correctly. 

 

Challenge 6 Turkey-training suggested for grades 4+ 

Learning goals: Sustainability of food, circuits, mass, friction and forces, 
engineering design 

 

1. Watch the video and discuss Impact of meats on environment  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=friwGYNRKBc&t=72s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DywFfoUEqdc 

Build-a-bot (facilitator’s guide) – circuits, unequal forces, friction, and mass 

https://youtu.be/Vf7aKNqaznk?t=5m30s 

Build-a-bot guide for kids 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=izyPLodqujI&t=21s 

https://youtu.be/6oFRxU4yaVo?t=1m0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=upZDD3edXHc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5gYIeT6GrkA
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2284/7705/files/3DuxDesign_Build_a_Bot_Packet-complete.pdf?v=1661453687
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=friwGYNRKBc&t=72s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DywFfoUEqdc
https://youtu.be/Vf7aKNqaznk?t=5m30s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=izyPLodqujI&t=21s
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https://www.tiktok.com/@3duxdesigneducation/video/7117794207850351915

?is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1 

2. Student teams will draft a design for their circuit including the motor 
3. Student teams will build and decorate their turkey bots 
4. Student teams will use a variety of craft materials in an effort to “train” 

their bot to travel in a straight line.  

5. Entire class will use the fence templates to build an enclosure with a 5” 
alley at the entrance.  Each team will have a chance to test their turkey 

 

 

 

 

https://www.tiktok.com/@3duxdesigneducation/video/7117794207850351915?is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1
https://www.tiktok.com/@3duxdesigneducation/video/7117794207850351915?is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1
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